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FBI team activities for week of April 10-16FBI Team GenerallyRon should be getting his FBI badge this week. 

Carol told me that his paperwork is processed and that his name is in the computer. He just needs to have his 

picture taken and then hell be ready to go to the FBI unescorted.Any news on Sydneys clearance?Also, Manuel 

is going to assist Kevin in his review of the Cuban files (see below). If it is okay with you, I will talk to Carol 

about getting an FBI badge for Manuel so that he will not have to be escorted in and out of the 

FBI.Outstanding Requests for Additional Information(1) Hoover and Tolson Records -- Follow Up on FBI-

36Sydney went to the FBI FOIA reading room to review the Hoover office and phone logs that are publicly 

available. He reported that 95% of these materials are already open to the public and need not be included as 

a separate group of files in the JFK Collection. We will include a memo in the Collection that states that the 

logs are available at the FBI. For the few redactions that exist, Ron will determine whether we need to ask for 

the FBI to release the information pursuant to the JFK Act.When Sydney first requested the logs in the reading 

room, the reading room people gave him another group of logs that appeared to be substantive phone 

messages, rather than just lists of visitors and callers. This group of logs is more heavily redacted than the 

other logs. I talked to Carol about these logs and she agreed to provide them to Ron for his review pursuant to 

our request FBI-36.I discussed with Carol Jeremys decision to make a thorough effort to track down Hoovers 

files. She told me that the FBI would help as much as possible, but unless files were integrated into the central 

files or specifically saved as a group, current employees of the FBI probably wont be very helpful. She asked 

whether Jeremy had contacted Cartha DeLoach yet and I told her that I didnt think that he had.(2) New 

Orleans and Dallas Administrative Files -- Follow Up on FBI-17I am continuing my review of the Dallas Admin. 

file at the FBI. It contains more assassination records (maybe 15 so far) than the New Orleans file. I should be 

able to complete my review today.(3) Cuban Groups -- FBI-30The FBI has been pulling the files for our big 

request for files on Cuban groups. Kevin and Manuel can start reviewing these now. Review of these files is 

going to be time-consuming, as the files already fill 3 vertical file drawers at the FBI and there are 2 more 

groups files that the FBI has not yet pulled.Potential Requests for Additional Information(1) Contacting 

Assistant Directors of the FBII met with Ron and Sydney on Friday, after Sydney returned from his 

office/phone log review at the FBI. Ron is still quite interested in tracking down former Assistant Directors of 

the FBI Mohr, Sullivan, DeLoach, and Belmont (or their families/estates) to determine if they have records. We 

agreed that Ron will take responsibility for contacting these individuals and/or their families. He will provide 

me with reports on his progress.(2) Secret Service LeadsI talked to Jeremy about Joans suggestions about 
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